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ABSTRACT
This article gives a brief overview of bio-impedance measurements and discusses the methodology to
measure impedance with AFE4300, an analog frond end for weight and body composition measurement.
The article also includes the step-by-step procedure to calibrate and measure the impedance using the
AFE4300 demonstration kit and the PC application software. The measurement results of two typical bio-
impedance networks are analyzed.
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1 Introduction of Bio-Impedance Measurements
In biomedical engineering, bio-impedance is the response of a living organism to externally applied electric
current. Bio-impedance is a measure of the opposition to the flow of that electric current through the
tissues, the opposite of the electrical conductivity. The measurement of the bio-impedance of humans and
animals has proved useful as a non-invasive method for measuring blood flow and body composition.

The bio-impedance model of a cell is described in Figure 1, where Re is the extracellular resistance, Cm is
the cell membrane capacitor, Rm is the cell membrane resistor, and Ri is the intracellular resistance. The
bio-impedance of a cell is decided by various factors like cell size, shape, density, homogeneity, and so
forth.

Figure 1. Cell Bio-Impedance Model

There are now four popular methods of bio-impedance analysis (BIA): single frequency BIA (SF-BIA),
multi-frequency BIA (MF-BIA), segmental-BIA, and bioelectrical spectroscopy (BIS).

1.1 Tetrapolar Single (SF-BIA) and Multi-frequency (MF-BIA) BIA
To measure the bio-impedance, a high-frequency AC current is injected into the tissue through the drive
electrodes (refer to Figure 2). The AC current causes a potential voltage difference between the two
receive electrodes (refer to Figure 2). This potential voltage difference is related to the resistivity of the
tissue between the voltage-sensing or receive electrodes. The equivalent resistance is defined as the ratio
of the voltage difference between the two receive electrodes and the current that flows through the tissue.
Having four electrodes in the tetrapolar configuration as shown in Figure 2 eliminates the inaccuracies
related to the electrode impedances.

Most BIA instruments use a SF-BIA at 50 kHz which predominately measures the water outside of the cell
(extracellular) and about 25% of the water inside the cells (intracellular). Various manufacturers have used
hand to foot while some instruments use other locations such as hand to hand or food to foot.

MF-BIA uses different frequencies (0, 1, 5, 50, 100, 200, and 500 kHz) to evaluate FFM, TBW, ICW, and
ECW. Some research shows that MF-BIA is more accurate and less biased than SF-BIA for the prediction
of ECW, whereas SF-BIA, compared to MF-BIA, is more accurate and less biased for TBW in critically ill
subjects.
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Figure 2. Bio-Impedance Measurement Model

1.2 Segmental-BIA
As the human body composition is different from hand or foot to trunk, segmental-BIA is done by adding
two additional electrodes on the wrist and ankle of the opposite side (four electrodes total) or placing the
two electrodes in various places to measure just the leg, arm, or torso.

1.3 Bioelectrical Spectroscopy (BIS)
In contrast to MF-BIA, BIS uses mathematical modeling and mixture equations to generate relationships
between R and body fluid compartments or to predict R0 and R∞ and then develop empirically derived
prediction equations, rather than go to mixture modeling.

2 Measuring Impedances using the AFE4300
The AFE4300 is the industry’s first fully integrated analog front end for both weight and body composition
measurement (BCM). AFE4300 provides some unique differentiated features that contribute to accurate
bio-impedance analysis:
• Up to three tetrapolar complex impedance measurements
• Segmental-BIA using multi-channels
• Multi-frequency impedance measurement

Refer to the AFE4300 datasheet (SBAS586), for full details on device operation.

Impedance can be measured using two methods in AFE4300. The first method is Full Wave Rectifier
(FWR) mode and the second method is the IQ mode. FWR mode is used to compute the magnitude of the
impedance using a single frequency. This mode is also referred to as Single Frequency Bio-Impedance
Analysis (SF-BIA). IQ mode is used to compute both the magnitude and the phase using, at most, four
frequencies. This mode is also referred to as bioelectrical spectroscopy (BIS). With two external reference
resistors, accurate magnitude and phase can be obtained using the AFE4300. The impedance
measurement method using FWR mode is explained in Section 2.1, and using IQ mode is explained in
Section 2.2.

Two reference resistors (Rx and Ry) are needed to perform magnitude calibration in both FWR and IQ
mode. The converted voltage from the device is linear to the magnitude of the bio-impedance, as given in
Equation 1:

(1)
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Where m is the slope and o is the offset. Hence, with 2 reference resistors measured accurately using a
multi-meter, the slope and the offset is easily calculated.

2.1 SF-BIA Implementation using AFE4300 FWR Mode
The magnitude of bio-impedance at a specific frequency can be obtained from the AFE4300 in FWR
mode. The following steps need to be taken to perform the measurement:
1. Measure the resistance of reference resistors Rx and Ry using the multimeter
2. Set the AFE4300 DAC frequency to 64 kHz
3. Measure the voltage across Rx and Ry from the AFE4300 in FWR mode
4. Calculate the slope and offset of 2-point function
5. Measure the voltage across the sample impedance network from AFE4300 in FWR mode
6. Calculate the magnitude of network in the 2-point function

Repeat steps 5 and 6 for a different sample impedance network.

For example, consider two reference resistors measured as 698.4 Ω at Rx, and 949.1 Ω at Ry. Injecting a
64-kHz frequency current and setting the data rate of the ADC to 64 SPS, the ADC codes are 9074 and
12331. So the slope of Equation 1 is (949.1 – 698.4) / (12331 – 9074) = 0.07697 and the offset is 698.4 –
(0.07697 × 9074) = –0.026.

The series RC impedance network is a 549.5-Ω resistor in series with a 4% accurate 0.111-µF capacitor.
In theory, the magnitude of this sample network should be 549.96 Ω and the ADC code is 7151, the
magnitude of the sample network measured using the AFE4300 in FWR mode should be 0.07697 ×
7151 – 0.026 = 550.37 Ω. The percentage error is –0.08% between the computed and measured
impedance.

2.2 BIS Implementation using AFE4300 IQ Mode
From the ADC codes of IQ mode, the magnitude and phase can be calculated with Equation 2.

(2)

The magnitude is calibrated using the two-point calibration performed using the two reference resistors.
The calculation of slope and the offset from the two-point calibration using the 2 reference resistors is
done only once. The phase is compensated by subtracting the phase of the reference resistor from the
phase of the measured sample impedance network. The estimation of phase of the reference resistor is
done for each impedance measurement. AFE4300 can be used to perform BIS measurements at up to
four frequencies (8 kHz, 16 kHz, 32 kHz, and 64 kHz).

Use the following steps to perform the impedance measurement in IQ mode:
1. Measure the resistance of reference resistors Rx and Ry using a multimeter
2. Measure the I, Q voltage across Rx and Ry from AFE4300 in I/Q mode
3. Calculate the slope and offset of 2-point function for magnitude
4. Set AFE4300 DAC frequency to 8 kHz
5. Measure the I, Q voltage of the sample Impedance network from AFE4300 in I/Q mode
6. Calibrate the magnitude of the network in the 2-point function
7. Measure the I, Q voltage of Rx from AFE4300 in I/Q mode and calculate phase of Rx
8. Calculate the phase of the network and compensate the phase by subtracting the phase of the

reference resistor Rx
9. Repeat Step 4 through Step 7 for 16, 32, and 64 kHz

Repeat Step 4 and 8 for a different sample impedance network.
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For example, the two reference resistors remain the same. Injecting a 64-kHz frequency current and
setting the data rate of the ADC to 64 SPS , the ADC code for I channel of reference resistor Rx was
7625, ADC code for Q channel for reference resistor Rx was –4096. With Equation 2, the magnitude code
is 8655 and the phase is –28.24°. Considering the same series RC network mentioned in Section 2.1, the
ADC code for I channel was 6153 and the ADC code for Q channel was –3649 and based on Section 2.1,
the magnitude code was 7154 or 0.07697 × 7154 – 0.026 = 550.62 Ω and the phase was –30.68°. The
compensated phase of the sample series RC network becomes –30.68 – (–28.24°) = –2.44°. The
theoretical magnitude and phase of the sample RC network is 549.96 and –2.33°. Hence the % error for
the magnitude is –0.12 % and the relative error for the phase is –0.11°error.

3 Using the AFE4300 GUI for Impedance Measurements

3.1 AFE4300 GUI Setting for Impedance Measurement
For impedance measurement using AFE4300, first, the AFE4300 registers need to be configured, second,
the controls in the BCM Measurement tab need to be set, third, depending on FWR or IQ mode, the
impedance can be measured at a single or multiple frequencies respectively and finally the measurement
results are compared with the calculated impedance using MATLAB®. Please refer to the following
detailed instructions:

Step 1: The AFE4300 registers can be configured to enable the impedance measurement and calibration
on the GUI using the 3 files in the GUI installation directory. These 3 files are located in the AFE4300
EVM GUI installation directory:
• "C:\Program Files\Texas Instruments\AFE4300 Device GUI” (Windows® XP)
• "C:\Program Files(x86)\Texas Instruments\AFE4300 Device GUI” (Windows 7).

The three files are;
• AFE4300 Device GUI.ini
• Calib Const.ini
• Write Register.csv

In AFE4300 Device GUI.ini, the calibration function should be enabled, set to true, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. AFE4300 Device GUI.ini Setting

The frequency for the AFE4300 DAC is set in Calib Const.ini. For the FWR mode, a single frequency can
be set. IQ mode supports 3 or 4 frequencies and these frequencies can be modified as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. AFE4300 GUI Calib Const.ini Setting

There are 4 reference resistors on the AFE4300EVM,
• R56 – 700 Ohms,
• R57 – 950 Ohms,
• R58 – 100 Ohms,
• R59 – 200 Ohms.

Modify the registers in the Write Registers.csv to choose the IOUT and VSENSE reference channels for
the two reference resistors for calibration in FWR mode, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Reference Resistors Setting

The AFE4300 can support up to 3 tetrapolar channels for the impedance measurement. So, before the
impedance measurement in FWR mode, select the IOUT and VSENSE channels in the Write
Registers.csv, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Channel Setting

For the IQ mode, IQ mode should be enabled, and the IOUT and VSENSE reference channels for the two
reference resistors for calibration should be selected, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. IQ Mode Enable and EVM Reference Resistors Notification

For the IQ mode, the IOUT and VSENSE channels for the impedance measurement and the IOUT and
VSENSE channels for the phase reference resistor should be selected, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. IQ Mode Phase Reference Resistor Setting

Step 2: After the 3 GUI setting files have been modified, connect the EVM to the PC and start the
AFE4300 Device GUI.

For the impedance measurement in FWR mode, there are 5 steps to set the controls to measure the
magnitude of the impedance network. Enter the value of the reference resistors measured using the
multimeter and click the CALIBRATE FWR button to compute the slope and offset. Choose the BCM
Mode to FWR Mode then click the MEASURE BCM button to start the measurement process. The
magnitude of the sample network is displayed in the FWR Measurement Intermediate Outputs, as shown
in Figure 9

Figure 9. Impedance Measurement in FWR Mode with the AFE4300 GUI

Follow the steps shown in Figure 10 to perform the measurement in IQ mode with the GUI. View the
calibrated magnitude and the compensated phase under the IQ Measurement Intermediate Outputs
section.
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Figure 10. IQ Mode Impedance Measurement with the AFE4300 GUI

3.2 Test Results of Impedance Measurement of Sample Networks

3.2.1 Test Networks
Three sample networks were tested. The first network is resistive (500 Ω and 1005 Ω), the second
network is a series RC network, and the third network is a parallel RC network in series with a series RC
network. The resistors values were measured using a multi-meter, and the accuracy of the capacitor was
4%. The three networks are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Three Sample Networks

The impedance of the series RC network is provided in Equation 3.

(3)

The impedance of second complex network is presented in Equation 4.

(4)

3.2.2 Test Results of Impedance Measurement in FWR Mode
For the series RC network, the impedance measurement was performed for 5 iterations and the data are
presented in Table 1. In the table, Mag_M is the impedance value measured with the AFE4300 GUI,
Mag_R is the impedance calculated in MATLAB, and the Error of Mag is the relative error.
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Table 1. Serial RC Network Impedance Test Results in FWR Mode

Frequency Mag_M Mag_R Error of Mag
8 kHz 581.33 577.99 –0.58%
16 kHz 557.81 556.76 –0.19%

1
32 kHz 551.67 551.32 –0.06%
64 kHz 550.37 549.96 –0.08%
8 kHz 581.32 577.99 –0.58%
16 kHz 557.8 556.76 –0.19%

2
32 kHz 551.66 551.32 –0.06%
64 kHz 550.36 549.96 –0.07%
8 kHz 581.32 577.99 –0.58%
16 kHz 557.8 556.76 –0.19%

3
32 kHz 551.66 551.32 –0.06%
64 kHz 550.36 549.96 –0.07%
8 kHz 581.35 577.99 –0.58%
16 kHz 557.8 556.76 –0.19%

4
32 kHz 551.65 551.32 –0.06%
64 kHz 550.35 549.96 –0.07%
8 kHz 581.31 577.99 –0.57%
16 kHz 557.82 556.76 –0.19%

5
32 kHz 551.67 551.32 –0.06%
64 kHz 550.37 549.96 –0.08%

The complex RC network test results in FWR mode is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Complex Network Impedance Measurement in FWR Mode

Frequency Mag_M Mag_R Error of Mag
8 kHz 722.02 708.82 –1.86%
16 kHz 607.71 601.18 –1.09%

1
32 kHz 571.11 568.69 –0.42%
64 kHz 561.5 560.11 –0.25%
8 kHz 722.14 708.82 –1.88%
16 kHz 607.69 601.18 –1.08%

2
32 kHz 571.09 568.69 –0.42%
64 kHz 561.44 560.11 –0.24%
8 kHz 722.22 708.82 –1.89%
16 kHz 607.71 601.18 –1.09%

3
32 kHz 571.08 568.69 –0.42%
64 kHz 561.44 560.11 –0.24%
8 kHz 722.23 708.82 –1.89%
16 kHz 607.73 601.18 –1.09%

4
32 kHz 571.08 568.69 –0.42%
64 kHz 561.44 560.11 –0.24%
8 kHz 722.26 708.82 –1.90%
16 kHz 607.72 601.18 –1.09%

5
32 kHz 571.1 568.69 –0.42%
64 kHz 561.45 560.11 –0.24%
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3.2.3 Test Results of Impedance Measurement in IQ Mode
The 2 sample RC networks described earlier were measured in IQ mode. The test results include the
measured phase with the AFE4300 GUI in Phase_M, the MATLAB calculate phase Phase_R, and the
relative error of phase, Error of Phase. The series network test results in IQ mode are shown in Table 3
and the complex network results are shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Serial RC Network Impedance Test Results in IQ Mode
Error ofFrequency Mag_M Phase_M Mag_R Phase_R Error of Mag Phase

8 kHz 586.35 –18.57 577.99 –18.06 –1.45% 0.51
16 kHz 559.34 –9.63 556.76 –9.26 –0.46% 0.37

1
32 kHz 550.35 –4.87 551.32 –4.66 0.18% 0.2
64 kHz 550.65 –2.43 549.96 –2.33 –0.13% 0.09
8 kHz 587.87 –18.53 577.99 –18.06 –1.71% 0.47

16 kHz 560.34 –9.62 556.76 –9.26 –0.64% 0.35
2

32 kHz 552 –4.86 551.32 –4.66 –0.12% 0.2
64 kHz 550.62 –2.44 549.96 –2.33 –0.12% 0.1
8 kHz 583.38 –18.66 577.99 –18.06 –0.93% 0.59

16 kHz 561.11 –9.61 556.76 –9.26 –0.78% 0.35
3

32 kHz 548.14 –4.88 551.32 –4.66 0.58% 0.22
64 kHz 555.63 –2.4 549.96 –2.33 –1.03% 0.06
8 kHz 587.14 –18.56 577.99 –18.06 –1.58% 0.5

16 kHz 559.32 –9.64 556.76 –9.26 –0.46% 0.38
4

32 kHz 555.33 –4.81 551.32 –4.66 –0.73% 0.15
64 kHz 550.55 –2.44 549.96 –2.33 –0.11% 0.1
8 kHz 589.42 –18.47 577.99 –18.06 –1.98% 0.41

16 kHz 561.09 –9.62 556.76 –9.26 –0.78% 0.35
5

32 kHz 555.32 –4.81 551.32 –4.66 –0.72% 0.15
64 kHz 550.56 –2.44 549.96 –2.33 –0.11% 0.1

Table 4. Complex Network Impedance Measurement in IQ Mode
Error ofFrequency Mag_M Phase_M Mag_R Phase_R Error of Mag Phase

8 kHz 726.02 –31.05 708.82 –30.61 –2.43% 0.44
16 kHz 607.87 –18.69 601.18 –18.1 –1.11% 0.59

1
32 kHz 568 –9.95 568.69 –9.54 0.12% 0.42
64 kHz 561.54 –5.05 560.11 –4.84 –0.26% 0.21
8 kHz 724.32 –31.14 708.82 –30.61 –2.19% 0.53

16 kHz 608.71 –18.67 601.18 –18.1 –1.25% 0.58
2

32 kHz 574.89 –9.84 568.69 –9.54 –1.09% 0.3
64 kHz 566.7 –5.00 560.11 –4.84 –1.18% 0.17
8 kHz 731.97 –30.85 708.82 –30.61 –3.27% 0.24

16 kHz 610.31 –18.66 601.18 –18.1 –1.52% 0.56
3

32 kHz 567.84 –9.97 568.69 –9.54 0.15% 0.43
64 kHz 566.51 –5.01 560.11 –4.84 –1.14% 0.17
8 kHz 731.07 –30.87 708.82 –30.61 –3.14% 0.26

16 kHz 606.15 –18.79 601.18 –18.1 –0.83% 0.69
4

32 kHz 570.05 –9.91 568.69 –9.54 –0.24% 0.37
64 kHz 561.61 –5.05 560.11 –4.84 –0.27% 0.21
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Table 4. Complex Network Impedance Measurement in IQ Mode (continued)
Error ofFrequency Mag_M Phase_M Mag_R Phase_R Error of Mag Phase

8 kHz 724.31 –31.11 708.82 –30.61 –2.19% 0.5
16 kHz 614.34 –18.51 601.18 –18.1 –2.19% 0.41

5
32 kHz 568.11 –9.95 568.69 –9.54 0.10% 0.41
64 kHz 561.7 –5.04 560.11 –4.84 –0.28% 0.21

4 Summary
In this report, the methodology for measuring impedance using the AFE4300 in FWR mode and IQ mode
has been explained. A demonstration of how to measure the impedance with the AFE4300EVM-PDK and
the PC application software is given. The test results of two typical bio-impedance networks with
theoretical values are analyzed. The results show the accuracy of the impedance measurement solution
using the multi-frequency and multi-channel feature of the AFE4300. The accuracy of the magnitude
measurement in FWR mode is 1.89%. The accuracy of the magnitude and phase of the IQ measurements
are 3.27% and 0.69 degrees, respectively.

5 References
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